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The filthy whore is raped and killed by the dead
Splattered flesh is covered by rotting cum

Demons possessed the dead, the grave yard comes to
life
She stares long into the abyss, the abyss stares back
erect and lustful
The damned souls shred her holes, the bodies stripped
of limbs
The wretched torso punched with holes from the
thrusting of rotting cocks
Fucking the ruptured flesh

The bitch is besieged by zombie sexual sadists
The bitch is stripped of clothes then skin soon follows
The bitch still lives as the zombies eat and fuck
The traces of human remains diminishing

Gang banged orifices packed till rupture with rotten
cocks
She gags as her jaw's broken, throat bursts from many
members thrusting
Head smashed, caved in, pummelled by erections, her
brains leak out
Torso torn, groped up in grotesque segments, chunks
of tissue, copulation
Shredded flesh sexually mutilated

Extremities detached and perforated as thrusts leave
stab wounds
The mass unidentifiable, human remnants spread over
several yards
Is now drenched in purulent ejaculation as every
corpse cums
Secretions composed of pus, enzymes and larva mix
with flesh paste
Instantly putrefy

Every orifice packed till rupture
While new ones are manufactured
Innards are snatched up then fucked
As they shred her body
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Horrid orgiastic heap
The dead thrusting so deep
The whore is stripped of skin
As dead dicks are slipped in

Extremities detached and perforated as thrusts leave
stab wounds
The mass unidentifiable, human remnants spread over
several yards
Is now drenched in purulent ejaculation as every
corpse cums
Secretions composed of pus, enzymes and larva mix
with flesh paste
Instantly putrefy

The bitch is besieged by zombie sexual sadists
The bitch is stripped of clothes then skin soon follows
The bitch still lives as the zombies eat and fuck
The traces of human remains no longer present
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